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OBJECTIVE
Using both type and image, develop and deliver a comprehensive, multi-channel campaign. Explore
ways that a comprehensive campaign can convey a compelling message through elements of
typography and image. Known as Rhetoric Design, this project focuses on the art of persuasion.
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PLASTIC POLLUTION
More and more plastic have been found in the

Statistics:

Deaths:

streets and in our oceans. The water is actually more

•90% of the total mass is made of debris larger than 5mm.

•Fish: ingest 12000 to 24000 tons of plastic each year

polluted than the streets. “In 2015 researchers from

•46% of the total mass is made of fishing nets

•Sea turtles: mistake floating plastic for food

the University of Georgia estimated that between

•84% of samples contained toxic chemicals in excess

•Sea birds: thousands of them ingest plastic every year

4.8 million and 12.7 million metric tons of plastic per

•180x more plastic than food at the surface of the great

•Marine animals: ingest and get tangled up

year make here way into the oceans via people living

pacific garbage patch

within 30 miles of a coast” (NRDC). That means there

•Plastic pollution costs 13 billion dollars per year.

in plastic

is more plastic on the ocean than fish. Most of the
plastic around is single-use plastic. People use it once
and throw it out right after they are done with it. Some
examples of those are bottles, wrappers, straws, and
bags. We need to get rid of plastic and clean
the environment.

Audience:
•This is primarily for adults, but can be for older teens

Sizes:
•Microplastics (0.05-0.5 cm)

too. Once people start driving they will go out to eat,

•Mesoplastics (0.5-5cm)

go to stores, and do many more things. People will be

•Macroplastics (5-50 cm)

using more plastic then.

•Megaplastics (anything above 50 cm)

Great Pacific Garbage Patch:
•The largest accumulation of plastic in the world.

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/single-use-plastics-101?gclid=CjwKCAjw5Kv7BRBSEiwAXGDElYb7YPj7KFnuN_

Solutions:

•It is located between Hawaii and California.

•Reusable bags

•It is estimated that 1.15 to 2.41 million tons of plastic

•Cook more often

are entering the ocean each year.
•GPGP covers an estimated surface area of 1.6 million

•Buy in bulk
•Walk or bike

CI5G92L2RowGBrAqIB4WFVXFNeMpq3qkRTQFVvYxo-

square kilometers, which is twice the size of Texas and

•Avoid plastic wrap

ClasQAvD_BwE

3 times the size of France.

•Metal or bamboo straws
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RECYCLING
If everyone looked for the recycle symbol on the
bottom of the items they use they would be surprised

Statistics:
•About 4.5 pounds of trash, including banana peels,

Solutions:
•Buy well-made products, and borrow the items that you

what is recyclable. For example some gift wraps

frayed toothbrushes, busted electronic, plastic

and gift bags are recyclable. Dry cell batteries are

wrappers, greasy pizza boxes—that the average

-Neighbors

recyclable. They are used in a variety of electronics.

American generates every day.

-Consignment shops

Dry oil is another thing that can be recycled. There

•According to the U.S. Environmental Protection

are different ways to get rid of household hazard

Agency’s most recent available data, we collectively

waste. For example you can give them to someone

tossed 258.5 million tons of stuff.

rarely use.

-Garage sales
-Flea markets
•Cut plastic and single-use items out of your daily routine.

else that needs them. Some things might not be

•People recycle only 14% of all plastic packaging.

-Health and body

able to go down the sink but you can always find

•People toss about 40% of all there food, composting

-Toothbrush with a replaceable end

alternative ways to get rid of things without throwing

only about 5% of that load, according to the EPA.

them directly in the trash. Some of the main ones
are paper, plastic, and glass. One last thing that can
be reused in a different way is tires. A lot of retailers
should take back old tires. There are so many

-Reusable washcloth
-Put hair care products into smaller reusable
containers.

Audience:
•This will be for a wide range of people. Little kids

different things you can do to reuse old things

could recycle paper and plastic bottles. Everyone

that you don’t need. Recycling is one of the

should be able to recycle.

-Kitchen
-No plastic wrap
-Washable towels
-Reusable bags
-Avoid dishwasher tablets and sponges that

main solutions.

come individually wrapped
Recyclables:

•On-the-go

•Metals and glass

-Reusable bag

•Plastic bottles, tubs, and paper cartons

-Reusable water bottle

•Cardboard and paper

-Reusable straws

Keep out:

-Reusable silverware
•Reduce food packaging

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/reduce-reuse-re-

•Styrofoam

cycle-most-all-reduce#:~:text=About%204.5%20

•Plastic pats

-Use refillable filter for coffee and tea

pounds.,average%20American%20generates%20

•Chip bags

-Reusable container for leftovers

every%20day.&text=Fortunately%2C%20not%20all%-

•Paper towels and napkins

at restaurant

20the%20items,one%2Dthird%20of%20our%20trash

•Electronics and light bulbs

-Buy bulk at stores
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SAVE THE FOOD
We as a society waste food every day. We throw food

Statistics:

away from our refrigerates and freezers. We cook

•People are throwing away more than 1/3 of our food supply.

dinner, and then cook way to much food. It gets put

•Uneaten food is the single largest contributor to U.S.

in our refrigerators and sits there. Weeks later we
clean out the refrigerator and toss the leftovers in
the garbage because it gets old. Food in our freezers

landfills today,
•As much as 40% of the food in this country goes

Solutions:
•Guest-imator: Dinner party calculator to estimate how
much food you will need
•Prep meals
•Try new recipes:

to waste—more than $162 billion worth every

-Ugly vegetable pasta

get push around and the next thing we know the

year—accounting for nearly a quarter of U.S. water

-Turkey bone and stuffing dumpling soup

food is old and has frost bite on it, and we have to

consumption and 4% of our oil consumption.

-Crispy Sheet pan Hash

throw it away. As kids our parents where always

-Leftover mashed potato apple cider donuts

telling us to quit wasting food. We never finished the

-Spatched turkey with turkey scraps gravy

food that was put on our plates. We ordered food
at restaurants that we did not eat. One of the main
reasons people waste food is because of expiration
dates. They look at the “best buy,” “sell buy,” “use by,”
and other labels. Once those dates come, they waste
all that food. We have wasted too much food.

Save Food Initiative Facts:
• Food losses: More than two billion tons per year in 2030
•Their strategies:
-Creating awareness
-Establishing creative networks

-Leftover pumpkin pie and turkey curry
-Chopped salad with Aquafina ranch
-Mac and cheese rinds
•Store food, and if you do it correctly it will last longer.
-Freeze

-Developing fundamental programmes and projects
Savings:

http://www.savethefood.com
http://www.save-food.org
http://www.nrdc.org
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Audience:
•This will be aimed more towards adults and teens. Lit-

•Household of 3:
-Daily $3

tle kids would have a hard tie with this. Adults get the

-Monthly $93

food and cook it. They are the main target.

-Yearly $1125
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CAMPAIGNS
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FOOD WASTE CAMPAIGNS
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COLORS
Green

Red and Tan
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TYPOGRAPHY

Geneva: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Montserrat: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Sathu: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Verdana: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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ILLUSTRATIONS
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IMAGES/TEXTURES
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WORD MAP
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CREATIVE BRIEF
Client
• Natural Resources Defense Council

Deliverables
•Design a campaign for a magazine and website.

Situational Analysis
•There is too much food that is going to waste.

Mandatories
•Campaign to get people to save the food
•Client logo
•Tagline

Objective
•To minimize the amount of waste with people, grocery stores, and farmers.

Target Audience
•This will be aimed more towards adults and teens. They can cook their
own food, and know how much they will be able to eat. They are the
main target.

Tone
•It is going to be light and get straight to the point.

Title
•Save The Food

Message
•People need to stop wasting food. People can freeze food, donate food,
and much more. They don’t have to just throw it all in the trash.
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Outcome
•Less food waste to help the environment.
•People can use their leftovers for their meal the next day.
Call to Action
•Use your leftovers for your meal tomorrow.

Budget (Estimated)
•Research 10hrs
•Sketching 15hrs
•Photographing 10hrs
•Computer 60hrs
•Meeting 5hrs
•Total 100hrs
•Cost 100x25=$2500.00

Budget (Actual)
•Research 14hrs
•Sketching 16hrs
•Photographing 10hrs
•Computer 48hrs
•Meeting 2hrs
•Total 90hrs
•Cost 90x25=$2250.00

TRACKING
Design

Tuesday Oct 6

mmmm

Sunday Sept 20

Tuesday Sept 22

Wednesday Sept 23

Wednesday Sept

23

Thursday Sept.tt

Friday Sept

25

Research

3 hrs

Wednesday Oct 7

Meeting

15mm

Thursday Oct 8

Research
Mood

Mood board

Mood

board

Creative Brief

Saturday Sept

Sketches

26

Monday Sept
Tuesday Sept

27
29

Wednesday Sept 30

Thursday Oct 1
Oct

3

Monday Oct 5

Zhrs
2hr5

board

meeting

Friday Sept 25
Friday Sept 25

Saturday

co P

for Good Tracking

Sketches

10mm
2hr5

3

hrs

2hr5

roman
2hr5

Tuesday Oct 13

FLYER

ETE

Wednesday Oct 14

photographed
meeting
Computer

Photographed
computer

Monday Oct 19

2hr5
10mm
2hr8

5 hrs
2hr5

197S

Wednesday Oct

computer

2

Thursday Oct 22

Meeting
computer

2 Hr

2hr5

Saturday Oct 24

Computer

2hr5

Ihr

Sunday Oct 25

Computer

10mm

2ms

2hr5

Meeting
computer

Monday Nov 2

3 hrs

Meeting
Sketched

Thursday Oct

inv

computer

stirs

computer

Photographed

meeting
computer

sketches

Wednesday Oct 28

Monday Oct 12

Tuesday Oct 20

Sketched

2

10mm

Sunday Nov I

Sunday Oct 18

Meeting

computer
Meeting
computer

2ms

2hr5

Inr
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meeting
computer

ihr

Monday Oct 26
Tuesday Oct 27

Photographed

Thursday Oct 15

10mm
2hr5

Sketched
computer

computer

2
10mm
2h5

Sunday Oct It

3hr5

Sketches

Sketched

meeting
computer
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hrs

15mm
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29

hrs
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10mm
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computer

sins

Computer
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MEDIA KIT
Food Network Magazine

Rocking the Industry
#1 IN ADVERTISER SATISFACTION

2020 Edit Calendar
FOOD NETWORK IS
EVERYWHERE AND LOVED
EVERYWHERE.

Food Network Magazine is at the center of the pop culture
sensation where chefs are the new celebrities and food is the
new entertainment—and we're delivering 13.9 million passionate
readers who crave all that is fresh and exciting!

13.9M
READERS

Where

Stars
the

JAN/FEB

MONTHLY
MAGAZINE

Biggest audience of all
monthly food titles

On newsstand in the U.S.

OVER 45M

2 OF EVERY 3

SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

Align

TELEVISION
Top 20 ad-supported
cable network, reaching
90M homes

#2

THE SNACK ISSUE
Ad Close 12/19/2019
On Sale
2/11/2020

APRIL
FUTURE OF FOOD
Ad Close 1/28/2020
On Sale
3/17/2020

MAY
GENERATION FOOD
Ad Close 2/26/2020
On Sale
4/14/2020

JUNE
30 DAYS OF GRILLING
Ad Close 3/31/2020
On Sale
5/19/2020

DIGITAL & VIDEO
Top-tier food and
lifestyle website,
reaching 41M unique
users monthly

FOOD MAGAZINES
SOLD AT RETAIL

5th largest media brand

MARCH

SUPER BOWL & SUPER HEALTHY
Ad Close 11/15/2019
On Sale
1/7/2020

$29.97–$44.97
AVERAGE
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES

MAGAZINE

Higher than industry average,
and one of the highest renewal rates

#2 monthly magazine
on the newsstand,
reaching 13.9M readers

Sources: AAM 2H19; MRI Fall 2019. Nielsen Media Impact Mar19 Total Day A18+. comScore MultiPlat Monthly 3MO AVG Aug 2019. WWD List 13 Biggest Media Brands by Social Following

As part of a Multi-Platform
Powerhouse Brand, Food Network
Magazine provides solutions to reach
and engage with this unique fan base
anyplace, anytime!

Custom
Marketing
Solutions

JULY/AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

SUMMER OF STARS
Ad Close 5/5/2020
On Sale
6/23/2020

SUPERMARKET SPECIAL
Ad Close
6/19/2020
On Sale
8/4/2020

OCTOBER
THE INFLUENCER ISSUE
Ad Close
7/23/2020
On Sale
9/8/2020

NOVEMBER
GIVING THANKS
Sunny Anderson Guest Edits!
Ad Close 8/25/2020
On Sale
10/13/2020

DECEMBER
THE HOLIDAY ISSUE
Ad Close 10/7/2020
On Sale
11/24/2020

Note: Dates and editorial themes are preliminary and subject to change.

2020 Rate Card

Demographic
Profile

Effective July/August 2020 Issue
Rate Base 1,725,000

EMAIL BLASTS

FOOD TRUCKS

PROMO PAGES

TWITTER

PRESS

PROMO SITE

TOTAL ADULTS

13,903

100

TALENT
PARTNERSHIPS

DIGITAL
EDITION

WOMEN

9,803

70.5

RECIPE
DEVELOPMENT

RETAIL

MEN

4,101

39.5

COOKBOOKS

EVENTS

SWEEPSTAKES

RESEARCH

AUDIENCE (000)

SAMPLING

COMP (%)
NET

1X

3X/4%

6X/6%

9X/9%

12X/12%

FULL PAGE

$91,677

$88,010

$86,176

$83,426

$80,675

²/3 PAGE

$77,928

$74,811

$73,252

$70,915

$68,576

COLOR

MEDIAN AGE

42.0

AGE 18–34

5,337

38.4

½ PAGE

$59,589

$57,206

$56,014

$54,227

$52,438

AGE 18–49

8,726

62.8

¹/3 PAGE

$45,841

$44,007

$43,090

$41,715

$40,339

AGE 25–54

7,608

54.7

COVER 2 4C

$114,589

$110,005

$107,713

$104,275

$100,838

MEDIAN HHI

$72,847

COVER 3 4C

$96,254

$92,404

$90,479

$87,591

HHI $75,000+

6,747

48.5

COVER 4 4C

$114,589

$110,005

$107,713

$104,275

$100,838

HHI $100,000+

4,951

35.6

FULL PAGE

$73,342

$70,409

$68,942

$66,741

$64,541

$84,703

BW

MARRIED/
ENGAGED/
PARTNERED

8,791

63.2

²/3 PAGE

$62,335

$59,842

$58,595

$56,725

$54,855

ANY CHILDREN

5,990

43.1

½ PAGE

$47,668

$45,761

$44,808

$43,378

$41,948

ANY COLLEGE

8,248

60.6

¹/3 PAGE

$36,669

$35,202

$34,469

$33,368

$32,269

EMPLOYED

9,506

68.4

Source: GfK MRI Fall 2019

Production Requirements

Digital Edition
FOOD NETWORK MAGAZINE

Ina’s
Maple-Roasted
Squash

Katie’s
Caramelized
Onion Dip

Geoffrey’s
Spiced
Pecans

T hanksgivingThe Pie
Happy

You Have
to Try!

102

COOK LIKE A STAR!

Recipes:

l

NOVEMBER 2019

Classic
Sausage
Stuffing

Plan
Your
Perfect
Menu
Turkey
Success!

VOLUME 12, NUMBER 9

Buttery
Mashed
Potatoes

Find The secret
on page 106.

+ Simple

Fall Pastas

Food Network Magazine Digital Platforms

CMG08181

MAGAZINE SPECS

TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR INSERTION ORDERS PLACED IN 2020

Trim Size: 8.5" x 10.875"
Safety From Trim: .25"
Bleed: Positioned .125" from trim
Trim Crop Marks: Positioned outside bleed area by .125"
Binding: Perfect Bound
Jog Position: Foot

1. These terms and conditions apply to all advertising insertion orders placed
by advertiser with Hearst Magazine Media, Inc. ("Publisher") during 2020.
Publisher will not be bound by any condition appearing on order blanks or copy
instructions submitted by or on behalf of the advertiser when such condition
conflicts with any provision contained in Publisher's rate card or with its policies,
regardless of whether or not set forth in the rate card. All references herein to
Advertiser include Advertiser’s agency, if there is one, and Advertiser and its
agency shall be jointly and severally liable for Advertiser’s obligations hereunder.
2. Publisher reserves the right to decline or reject any advertisement for any
reason at any time without liability even though previously acknowledged or
accepted. If an advertisement is accepted for publication, the advertiser agrees
that it will not make any promotional references to Hearst Magazines without
the prior written permission of the Publisher. 3. Short Rates. Advertisers
will be short-rated if the space upon which billings have been based is not
used within the 12-month contract period. 4. Agency commission: 15% to
recognized agencies. Bills are rendered on publication date. Payment in U.S.
currency required. Net due 30 days from invoice date. Interest will be charged
at rate of 1.5% per month or, if less, the maximum lawful interest rate, on
past-due invoices. New advertisers must either remit payment with order or
furnish satisfactory credit references, subject to Publisher's discretion. 5. The
Advertiser agrees to pay the amount of invoices rendered by Publisher within
the time specified on the invoice. 6. Orders 30 days beyond current closing
date will be accepted only at rates prevailing, and only on a space-available
basis (and subject to the other terms and conditions herein). Orders containing
incorrect rates may be accepted and if accepted, charged at regular rates. Such
errors will be regarded as only clerical. 7. All agencies or direct Advertisers must
supply Publisher with a legal street address and not just a post office box. 8.
Orders specifying positions other than those known as designated positions are
accepted only on a request basis, subject to the right of Publisher to determine
actual positions. 9. Advertisements in other than standard sizes are subject
to Publisher's approval. 10. Publisher is a member of the Alliance for Audited
Media (AAM). Publisher reports its total circulation on an issue-by-issue basis
which is audited by AAM. Publisher does not guarantee circulation to regional
advertisers, and regional circulations reported to AAM are used only as a basis
for determining rates. Publisher is entitled to a 5% shortfall on estimates for ads
placed on a regional basis. 11. Rates, conditions, and space units are subject
to change without notice. Any discounts are applicable during the period in
which they are earned. Any and all rebates from earned discount adjustments
must be taken by the advertiser within six (6) months following the period in
which such rebates were earned or they will be deemed expired. 12. Schedule
of months of insertion and size of space must accompany all orders and are
binding upon advertiser upon receipt unless terminated in writing prior to the
applicable closing date(s). So-called "space reservations" are not considered
by Publisher as orders or binding upon it in any way. 13. Reproduction quality
is at the advertiser's risk if Publisher's specifications are not met or if material is
received after closing date even if on extension. All queries concerning printed
reproduction must be submitted to Publisher within 45 days of issue date. 14.
Advertising film will be destroyed, if not ordered returned, 12 months after last
use without liability. 15. No rebate will be allowed for insertion of wrong key
numbers. 16. The Advertiser agrees that in the event Publisher commits any
act, error, or omission in the acceptance, publication, and/or distribution of their
advertisement for which Publisher may be held legally responsible, Publisher's
liability will in no event exceed the cost of the space ordered and further agree
that Publisher will not under any circumstance be responsible for consequential
damages, including lost income and/or profits.

STRAIGHT FROM PRINT replica digital edition on the following platforms:
Apple, Libre (Amazon), Barnes & Noble, Foli, Flipster, Magzter, Texture, Zinio

Tablet Opportunities
CLICK TAG
$2,500 net. A click
tag is a URL/link that
allows an advertiser
to track the number of
users who visit their
website from the link
on an ad.
ADD TO SHOPPING LIST
$5,000 net.
User has the ability
to create, edit and
maintain a shopping list
of items featured in the
digital magazine.
HOT SPOTS/EXTERNAL
LINK/REDIRECTING LINK
$5,000 net per ad
page. URL/Link can be
embedded in an image
and/or text. Up to 4.

TAPPABLE CONTENT
(INTERNAL) (UP TO 2)
$5,000 net per ad page.
Any content within the
ad (images, text boxes,
etc.) that can expand or
collapse when tapped
to reveal or hide
additional content.
PHOTO GALLERIES
$15,000 net. Max 6
images in one gallery.
MINOR ANIMATIONS
$15,000 net.
Animations include
logo or text animations,
dynamic glows,
flashes, moving images
and other forms of
movement.

VALID URLS
All valid text URLs in
tablet creative will click
through to that exact
website address at
no additional charge.
ROTATION
$20,000 net. Images
are able to rotate 180 to
360 degrees to create
a three-dimensional
perspective. Touch the
images to rotate.
ACCELEROMETER
$25,000 net. Motion
sensor that detects the
change in movement
relative to the current
device orientation,
which initiates the
enhancement.

Blistered
Green Beans

**Please contact your sales representative for Opt In forms and Designed for Tablet specs. All ads placed in any HEARST enhanced
digital editions are subject to the same terms and conditions as our print magazine. Competitive separation and positioning are not
guaranteed in the digital editions.

AD SIZE

BLEED

TRIM

LIVE/NON-BLEED

SPREAD

17.25" X 11.125"

17" X 10.875"

16.5" X 10.375"

FULL PAGE

8.75" X 11.125"

8.5" X 10.875"

8" X 10.375"

²/3 VERTICAL

5.75" X 11.125"

5.5" X 10.875"

5" X 10.375"

½ VERTICAL

4.375" X 11.125"

4.125" X 10.875"

3.625" X 10.375"

½ HORIZONTAL

8.75" X 5.5"

8.5" X 5.25"

8" X 4.75"

½ HORIZONTAL SPREAD

17.25" X 5.5"

17" X 5.25"

16.5" X 4.75"

¹/3 VERTICAL

2.875" X 11.125"

2.625" X 10.875"

2.125" X 10.375"

¹/3 SQUARE

5.75" X 5.5"

5.5" X 5.25"

5" X 4.75"

50s BOOKLET BACK AD

5.625" X 7.25"

5.375" X 7"

4.5" X 6.5"

PRODUCTION CONTACTS
For ad specs, material extensions
and all other production questions:
Javier Aguilar
faguilarflor@quad.com
414-622-2872

For insert questions:
Julie Bosco
Senior Operations Manager
julie.bosco@pubworx.com
305-859-0125

Send all supplied inserts to:*
Quad/Sussex
Rick Cowan
N63W23075 Hwy. 74
Sussex, WI 530892876

For materials shipping address, proofing requirements, file specifications, most recent digital requirements
and to submit files, please visit http://ads.hearst.com. Files must be submitted through this website as final
PDF/X-1a 1.3 version 2001 files only; no CDs.

*All inserts jog to foot. Must be delivered directly to Quad Printing. Hearst requires a full-length spine indicator on the bind edge of all inserts
including all 2pp inserts. A spine indicator must include name of magazine title and issue date for insertion.
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17. The Advertiser represents that it not only has the right to authorize the
publication of any advertisement it has submitted to Publisher, but that it
is fully authorized and licensed to use (i) the names and/or the portraits or
pictures of persons, living or dead, or of things; (ii) any trademarks, service
marks, copyrighted, proprietary, or otherwise private material; and (iii) any
testimonials contained in any advertisement submitted by or on behalf of the
advertiser and published by Publisher, and that such advertisement is neither
libelous, an invasion of privacy, violative of any third party's rights, or otherwise
unlawful. As part of the consideration and to induce Publisher to publish
such advertisement, the advertiser agrees to indemnify and save harmless
Publisher against all loss, liability, damage, and expense of whatsoever nature
("Losses") arising out of copying, printing, or publishing of such advertisement
("Claims"). 18. In the event that any advertising campaign for advertiser
includes sweepstakes, contests, email distribution and/or other promotional
elements which are managed either by the advertiser or by the Publisher
on behalf of the advertiser, the advertiser also agrees to indemnify and save
harmless Publisher against any and all Losses arising out of the publication,
use or distribution of any materials, products (including prizes) or services
related to all such promotional elements provided by the Advertiser including,
without limitation, those arising from any Claims. 19. The Advertiser agrees
to and does indemnify and save harmless Publisher from all loss, damage, and
liability growing out of the failure of any sweepstakes or contest inserted by
them for publication to be in compliance and conformity with any and all laws,
orders, ordinances, and statutes of the United States, or any of the states or
subdivisions thereof. 20. All orders accepted are subject to acts of God, fires,
strikes, accidents, or other occurrences beyond Publisher's control (whether like
or unlike any of those enumerated herein) that prevent Publisher from partially
or completely producing, publishing or distributing Hearst Magazines. 21. All
Advertisements must be clearly identified by the trademark or signature of the
advertiser. 22. Words such as "advertisement" will be placed with copy that,
in Publisher's opinion, resembles editorial matter. 23. Cancellations must be in
writing. Cancellations for orders are not binding on Publisher unless in writing
and received at least 45 days prior to the advertising closing date for inside or
outside cover pages and for all inside pages, prior to the advertising closing
date. Thereafter, orders may not be cancelled or changed by the advertiser
without the acknowledgement and acceptance of Publisher. If orders are not
timely cancelled, the advertiser agrees that it will be responsible for the cost
of such cancelled advertisements. 24. A copy of any proposed insert must be
submitted to Publisher prior to printing of the insert. In no event shall Publisher
be responsible for any errors or omissions in, or the production quality of any
furnished insert. 25. The Advertiser agrees to reimburse Publisher for all fees
and expenses, including its attorney's fees, incurred by Hearst in collecting or
attempting to collect charges owed for advertising placed pursuant to this
Agreement. 26. The parties agree that the details contained on orders will be
treated as confidential or proprietary information and shall not be disclosed to
third parties. 27. Should Hearst Publisher acquire any new magazines beyond
the current list of publications, the Advertiser will not be entitled to any discount
with respect to such newly acquired titles during the term of this Agreement.
28. Claims for circulation base shortfalls must be made within 6 months after
publication of final AAM statements (the white sheets). 29. The Advertiser
is responsible for any and all rate base increases that occur throughout the
contract period. Rate base adjustments are NON-NEGOTIABLE. 30. All issues
related to advertising will be governed by the laws of the State of New York
applicable to contracts to be performed entirely therein. Any action brought by
Advertiser against Publisher relating to advertising must be brought in the state
or federal courts in New York, New York and the parties hereby consent to the
jurisdiction of such courts.

Advertiser is liable for all fees and expenses, including attorneys’ fees, reasonably incurred by Hearst Magazines in collecting, or attempting to
collect, any charges owed under this Agreement.

Contact
Information
New York

300 W. 57th Street, 35th Floor
New York, NY 10019
Vicki Wellington
VP/Publisher/Chief Revenue Officer
(212) 484-1450
vwellington@hearst.com
Wendy Nanus
Associate Publisher, Sales
(212) 484-1453
wnanus@hearst.com
Randi MacColl
Associate Publisher,
Group Marketing Director
(212) 484-1417
randi.maccoll@hearst.com
Shelley Cohn
Executive Account Director
(212) 484-1452
scohn@hearst.com
Nancy Cooper
Executive Account Director
(212) 484-1459
nancy.cooper@hearst.com
Kate Piasecki
Account Director
(212) 649-2982
kpiasecki@hearst.com
Lynn Ruane
Executive Account Director
(212) 484-1444
lynn.tuttle@hearst.com

Southwest

Wisdom Media
5151 LBJ Freeway
Suite 101
Dallas, TX 75240
Lynn Wisdom
President
(214) 526-3800
lynn@wisdommediaco.com
Leslie Wehrmann
Southwest Ad Director
(214) 526-3841
leslie@wisdommediaco.com

CHICAGO

333 West Wacker Drive
Suite 950
Chicago, IL 60606
Amy Mehlbaum
Advertising Director
(312) 964-4917
amehlbaum@hearst.com
Debra J. Smith
Advertising Director
(312) 964-4966
djsmith@hearst.com
Alexandra Rodriguez
Account Director
(312) 964-4964
arodriguez@hearst.com

DETROIT

AUTO: Marisa Stutz
Group Advertising Director
(248) 614-6120
marisa.stutz@hearst.com
NON-AUTO: Nancy Cooper
Executive Account Director
(212) 484-1459
nancy.cooper@hearst.com

Southeast,
Mexico & Travel
McDonnell Media, Inc.
2020 Stockton Road
Phoenix, MD 21131

Erin McDonnell
Travel Director
(888) 410-5220
erin@mcdonnellmedia.com

Los Angeles

3000 Ocean Park Boulevard
2nd Floor
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Clemmy Closson
Director
(310) 664-2869
cclosson@hearst.com
AUTO: Susie Miller
Director Hearst Autos
(310) 664-2923
susie.miller@hearst.com

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Poppy Media
260 Spencer Avenue
Sausalito, CA 94965

Meghan Tuohey
Northwest Director
(415) 990-2825
meghan@poppymedia.net
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SKETCHES
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ROUGHS
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COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Have you heard?
Food waste is one of the major issues in this society. People waste food
everyday. It could be from not eating all the food on your plate, to leaving
food in the refrigerator. There are ways to stop wasting, including by less
and making smaller portions.

As much as 40% of the food in this country
goes to waste—more than $162 billion
worth every year—accounting for nearly a
quarter of U.S. water consumption and 4%
of our oil consumption.

Visit
www.savethefood
for more recipes

HAVE YOU HEARD?
As much as 40% of the food in this country goes
to waste—more than $162 billion worth every
year—accounting for nearly a quarter of U.S. water
consumption and 4% of our oil consumption.

Rachel Koller Type III | Campaign For Good

TODAYS
SOUP,
TOMORROWS
SAUCE

COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Advertisement 2

Todays
chicken,
tomorrow
chicken
salad

TODAYS
CHICKEN

Todays
chicken,
tomorrow
chicken
taco

Tomorrows

-chicken salad
-chicken taco
-chicken burrito

Todays
chicken,
tomorrow
chicken
burrito

DID YOU KNOW!

People are throwing away more
than 1/3 of our food supply.
Visit www.savethefood for more ways to use your leftovers.

DID YOU KNOW!

People are throwing away more
than 1/3 of our food supply.
Visit savethefood.com for more ways to use your leftovers.

DID YOU KNOW!

TIP :

Use these
leftovers
for your
lunch
tomorrow!
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People are throwing
away more than 1/3
of our food supply.

TIP:

Take these leftovers for
your lunch tomorrow!
Visit www.savethefood for more
ways to use your leftovers.

COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Advertisement 3
UNEATEN FOOD IS
THE SINGLE LARGEST
CONTRIBUTOR TO U.S.
LANDFILLS TODAY.

Make cookies before
your eggs go bad!

OF THE ESTIMATED 125 TO 160 BILLION POUNDS OF
FOOD THAT GOES TO WASTE EVERY YEAR, MUCH OF IT
IS PERFECTLY EDIBLE AND NUTRITIOUS.
Make food everyone will eat!
Make some cookies!
You could use your eggs and milk before they go bad!

UNEATEN FOOD IS THE SINGLE
LARGEST CONTRIBUTOR TO U.S.
LANDFILLS TODAY.

Visit www.savethefood for more recipes

Use your eggs and milk
before they go bad.
MAKE SOME COOKIES!
As much as 40% of the
food in this country goes to
waste—more than $162 billion
worth every year—accounting
for nearly a quarter of U.S.
water consumption and 4% of
our oil consumption.
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Visit
savethefood.com
for new recipes
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Advertisement Mockups
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COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Poster

WAYS TO SAVE FOOD

•Guest-imator: Dinner party calculator to estimate how much food you will need
•Prep meals
•Try new recipes
•Store food, and if you do it correctly it will last longer.
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Billboard
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Cutting Board
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Bus Stop
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COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Website

H O M E | R E C I P E S | D O N AT E | S T O R A G E | J O I N U S

WASTED FOOD
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As much as 40% of the food in this country
goes to waste—more than $162 billion
worth every year—accounting for nearly a
quarter of U.S. water consumption and 4%
of our oil consumption.

COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Website
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FINAL

WERE YOU AWARE?
As much as 40% of the food in this country goes to
waste—more than $162 billion worth every year—
accounting for nearly a quarter of U.S. water consumption
and 4% of our oil consumption.

JUST THINK…TODAYS SOUP BECOMES
TOMORROWS SAUCE

DID YOU KNOW?

HAVE YOU HEARD?

People are throwing away more than 1/3 of our food supply.

Of the estimated 125 to 160 billion pounds of food that goes to
waste every year, much of it is perfectly edible and nutritious.

TODAYS CHICKEN TOMORROWS, CHICKEN SALAD, CHICKEN TACO,
CHICKEN BURRITO.
Visit savethefood.com for more ways to use your leftovers.

Visit savethefood.com for recipes to transform your leftovers.
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Make food everyone will eat!
Make some cookies!
You could use your eggs and milk before they go bad!
Vis it s ave th e f o od. com for n e w r e c ipe s

FINAL

SO MANY WAYS TO SAVE!
•Guest-imator: Dinner party calculator to estimate how much food you will need
•Prep meals
•Try new recipes
•Store food, and if you do it correctly it will last longer.
Go to savethefood.com for more wsys to save food.
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FINAL
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FINAL
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FINAL
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